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Abstract. The queueing system to be analysed is a model of a terminal system subject to random 
breakdowns. All random variables involved here are independent and exponentially distributed. 
Although, the stochastic process describing the system's behaviour is a Markov chain, the number 
of states becomes very large. Therefore, our aim is to give a recursive scheme for the solution of the 
steady-state equations. In equilibrium, the main performance measures of the system, such as mean 
number of jobs staying at the CPU, the mean number of good terminals, the average number of busy 
servers, the expected response times of jobs, and utilizations are obtained. Finally, some numerical 
results il lustrate the problem in question. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with the analysis of a queueing system which may be used as a model of a 
real life system consisting of n active terminals connected with a Central Processor Unit (CPU). 
The users at the active terminals have exponentallly distributed think times with rate ~ and they 
generate jobs for the CPU with processing times being exponentially distributed with rate p. 
The service rule at the CPU may be any work-conserving discipline, that is, it does not affect he 
total time spent in service of any jobs, for example, FIFO or Processor Sharing. Furthermore, 
it is assumed that the users generate only one job at a time and they wait at the CPU before 
start thinking again. Let us suppose that the operational system is subject o random break- 
downs stopping the service at the terminals and at the CPU. The failure-free operation times of 
the system are exponentially distributed random variables with parameter c~. The restoration 
times of the system are assumed to be exponentially distributed random variables with mean 
1~ft. The busy terminals are also subject o random breakdowns not affecting the system's op- 
eration. The failure-free operation times of the busy terminals are supposed to be exponentially 
distributed random variables with parameter 7. The repair times of the terminals are exponen- 
tially distributed random variables with mean 1/v. The breakdowns are serviced by r repair 
crews providing preemptive priority to the system's failure. All random variables involved here 
are assumed to be independent ofeach other. 
As can be easily seen, this model is a generalization of the classical "machine interference 
problem" discussed, among others, in [1,3]. In recent years, finite-source models in different 
forms has been effectivelly used, for example, for mathematical description of multiprogrammed 
computer systems (see [2,4,5,7,8]). 
The purpose of the present paper is to analyse aterminal system subject o random breakdowns. 
A recursive scheme for the solution of the steady-state equation isgiven. In equilibrium, the main 
performance measures of the system, such as mean number of jobs staying at the CPU, the mean 
number of good terminals, the average number of busy servers, the expected response times of 
jobs, and utilizations are obtained. Finally, some numerical results illustrate the problem in 
question. 
2. THE MODEL AND A COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH 
Let us introduce the following random variables: 
1, if the operational system failed at time t, 
X(t) - 0, otherwise, 
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Y(t)  = the number of jobs staying at the CPU at time t, 
Z(t) = the number of failed terminals at time t. 
Clearly the process 
M(t) = (X(t), Y(t), Z(t)) 
is a three-dimensional Markov chain with state space 
((i ,k,s), i=O,1 ;k=O,n ;s=O,n-k )  
of dimension (n + 1)(n + 2). 
Let us denote the steady-state distribution by 
p(i, k, s) = lim P(X(t )  = i, Y(t)  = k, Z(t) = s), 
t---* ¢~ 
which exists and is unique (see [1,3]). It is easy to see that, for p(i, k, s), we have the following 
system of equations 
(a + nA + nT)p(O, O, O) = tip(l, O, O) + rp(O, O, 1) + pp(O, 1, 0), 
(o~ + (n - s)A + s r  + (n - s)7)p(O, O, s) = tip(l, O, s) + (n - s + 1)Tp(O, O, s - 1)+ 
+ (s + 1)rp(O, O, s + 1) + pp(O, 1, s), for 1 < s < r - 1, 
(a + (n - s)A + rr + (n - s)7)p(O, O, s) = tip(l, O, s) + (n - s + 1)Tp(O ,O, s - 1)+ 
+ rvp(O, O, s + 1) +ttp(O, 1, s), for r < s < n - 1, 
(a + rv)p(O, O, n) = ~p(1, O, n) + 7P(O, O, n - 1), 
(a + p + (n - k)A + (n - k)7)p(O, k, O) = tip(I, k, O) + rp(O, k, 1)+ 
+(n-k+l )Ap(O,k - l ,0 )+pp(O,k+l ,0 ) ,  for l<k<n-1 ,  
(a + #)p(O, n, O) = ~p(1, n, O) + ap(O, n - 1, 0), 
(a + p + (n - k - s)A + rv + (n - k - s)7)p(O, k, s) = tip(l, k, s) + pp(O, k + 1, s)+ 
+ (n - k - s + 1)Tp(O, k, s - 1) + rrp(O, k, s + 1) + (n - k - s + 1)Ap(O, k - 1, s), 
fo r l<k<n- r ,  r<s<n-k ,  
a + tt + (n - k - s)A + (n - k - s)7 + sr)p(O, k, s) = tip(l, k, s) + t~p(O, k + 1, s)+ 
+ (n -  k -  s + 1)7p(O,k ,s -  1) + (s + 1)vp(O,k,s + 1) + (n -  k -  s + 1)Ap(O,k-  1,s), 
fo rn - r+ l<k<n-1 ,  l<s<n-k ,  
(13 + (r - 1)r)p(1, k, s) = ap(0, k, s) + (r - 1)rp(1, k, s + 1), 
fo rO<k<n-r+l ,  r - l<s<n-k ,  
(ti + st)p(1, k, s) = ap(0, k, s) + (s + 1)rp(1, k, s + 1), 
fo rn - r+2<k<n-1 ,  0<s<r -2 ,  
~p(1, n, O) = ap(O, n, 0). 
In principle, this system of linear equations can be easily solved by standard computational 
methods. However, we must take into consideration that probabilities are unknown and, therefore, 
in the case of large state space the round-off errors may have considerable ffect on them (see 
[3,5,6,9]). In the following an efficient numerical method is given for determining the stationary 
probabilities p(i, k, s). Notice that the equations can be written in matrix form as 
y(O) = Boy(O) + CoY(l) + DoZ(O), 
y(k) = Ak_.y(k-1) + B~y(k) + Cky(k+l) + DkZ(k), 1 < k < n - 1, 
y(,O = Any(~- l )  + D~Z(~), 
Z (~) = FkY (k) + HkZ (k), 0 < k < n - 1, 
Z (n) = F~y(") ,  
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
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where 
X ok) = (p(0, k, 0 ) , . . .  ,v(0,  k, n - ~) ) r ,  
z (k) = (p(1, k ,0 ) , . . .  ,p (1 ,k ,  n - k)) T 
of  d imens ion  n - k + 1, 
sparse with the following dimension 
Ak : (n -k+l )  x (n -k+2) ,  k= l , . . . ,n ,  
Bk: (n -k+l )  x (n -k+l ) ,  k=O, - . .  ,n -  1, 
Ck: (n -k+l )  x (n -k ) ,  k =0, . . .  ,n, 
Dk: (n -k+l )  x (n -k+l ) ,  k=O, . . . ,n ,  
Fk:(n-k+l) x(n-k+l) ,  k =0, . . .  ,n, 
Hk:(n-k+l) x(n-k+l) ,  k= 0,.. .  ,n -  1. 
To obtain the solution of (1)-(5) we have: 
THEOREM. The solution of eqs. (1)-(5) can be determined recursively by 
Z_ (k) = RkY__ (k), k = 0,. . .  ,n, 
y_(k) = LkY__.(k-1), k - -  1,... ,n, 
where  
Rn=Fn,  Rk=( I -Hk) - l Fk ,  k=O, . . . ,n ,  (6) 
Ln=( I -DnR~IAn,  Lk=( I -Bk -CkLk+l -DkRk) - lAk ,  k=l , . . - ,n -1 .  (7) 
The initial vector y_(O) is calculated from 
(I  - Bo - DoRo - CoL1)Y__. (°) = 0 
up to a multiplicative constant o be found from the normalizing condition 
1 n n -k  
Z ~-~p(i,k,s) = 1. (8) 
i=1 k=l  s=0 
PRooF. By the help of eq. (4)-(5) we get 
Z OO = F~Y (n) and ( I -  Hk)Z (k) = FkY__ (k), 
so (6) holds. From (3) we have 
(I - DnF , )Y  (') = AnY  ("-1), 
and assuming y(k+l) = Lk+ly(k) from (2) we get 
( I -Bk -CkLk+I -DkRk)Y_ .  (k )=AkY (k-D, k=l , . . . ,n -1 ,  
which yields (7). 
Finally, (1) gives 
(I - Bo - CoL1 - DoR1)Y (°) = ft. 
This system of linear equations has a unique solution for fixed if(0, 0, 0). The steady-state prob- 
abilities p(i, k, s) can be obtained with the aid of (8). Q.e.d. 
k = O, 1,.-. , n. It is quite easy to see that the matrices involved are 
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The advantage of the algorithm is two-fold. On the one hand, although the number of the 
involved matrices are large enough, the procedure needs a relatively small storage requirement, 
since the matrices are sparse. On the other hand it reduces the round-off errors, so that, in a 
given cycle only n - k + 1 unknowns are involved, k = 0, . . .  , n, instead of of (n + 1)(n + 2) ones. 
3. THE MAIN PERFORMANCE MEASURES AND NUMERICAL RESULTS 
(i) Mean number of jobs staying at the CPU 
-ffj = k ~p( i , k , s )  . 
k=l  i=0 s=O 
(ii) Mean number of good terminals 
f i  /1 n-s ) 
(iii) Mean number of busy terminals 
n n -k  
= k-  s)p(0, s). 
k=O s=O 
(iv) Mean number of busy repairmen 
) + s l  ~ p(1 ,k ,s -1  +r p(1,k,s-1) .  
s=l  s=r+l  k=O 
(v) Expected response times of jobs 
(vi) Utilization of CPU 
(vii) Utilization of terminals 
(viii) Utilization of repairmen 
T = n i / (~nb) .  
n n -k  
ucp  = 
k=l  s=O 
U, = "ab/n. 
Ur = "ar /r. 
The algorithm generating these characteristics was implemented in Turbo Pascal on an IBM 
PC/XT  at the Intitute of Mathematics, University of Debrecen. In the case of c~ = 7 - 0 we 
have the M/M/1 "machine interference problem." Using the example in [1] pp. 433 
,~=0.025, p=0.25 ,  n=6 
supplemented by parameters 
7= 10-12, v=999,  ~= 10 -12 , /~----999, r= 1 
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we get the following test result 
by formula by the algorithm 
~j 0.84 0.84 
T 6.51 6.55 
UcPu 52% 52% 
u, 86% 86% 
In the following some sample results are shown. 
The input parameters are given in Table 1, while the resulting characteristics are collected in 
Table 2. 
Case A /~ 7 r a /~ n r 
1 0.05 0.5 3 4 10 -4 80 4 3 
2 0.05 0.5 3 40 10 -4 80 4 3 
3 0.05 0.9 3 40 10 -4 80 4 3 
4 0.05 0.9 10 -3 40 10 -4 80 4 3 
5 0.05 0.9 10 -3 40 10 -4 80 8 3 
Table 1 
Case -f.i -fg -fir T Uc pu U~ Ur 
1 0.16 2.26 1.73 0.98 10% 54% 58% 
2 0.34 3.72 0.27 2.02 29% 84% 9% 
3 0.20 3.70 0.28 1.17 18% 88% 9% 
4 0.24 3.99 10 -4 1.3 21% 94% 0% 
5 0.61 7.99 10 -3 1.67 41% 91% 0% 
Table 2 
The results illustrate the effect of different parameters on the performance measures. They 
confirm what we have expected. 
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